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Accounts Excuses And Apologies A
Communication, Persuasion, and Image Repair
2 / ACCOUNTS, EXCUSES, AND APOLOGIES some of which are honest errors, whereas other actions are guided too much by our self- interests We
may forget to bring a report to a meeting or to stop and buy milk on the way home from work; a selfAccounts Excuses And Apologies A Theory Of Image ...
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InTroduCTIon - Princeton University
InTroduCTIon That is the introduction Writing one allows a writer to try to set the terms of what he will write about Accounts, excuses, apologies
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designed to reframe what follows after them, designed to draw a line between deficiencies in what the author writes and deficiencies in himself,
leaving him, he hopes, a little betin Naturally Occurring English The Sequential Organization ...
able to differentiate between apologies and accounts, as well as between different types of accounts (ie, excuses and justifications) For this reason
and others, both Goffman (1971) and Owen (1983) have distinguished be-tween apologies and other offense-remedial-related actions and restricted
the term apology to “explicit” apologies4
Crisis Communication Using the STAIR Way
William Benoit (Accounts, Excuses, & Apologies, 1995) argued that when an incident occurs that affects how others perceive you (your image), your
credibility with that audience is damaged Regaining credibility is necessary in order to regain your persuasive ability
William L. Benoit - School of Communication Studies
3 journals from 1999-2004 During 2008, two of my articles were among the nine most cited articles published in Communication Monographs Books
Benoit, W L (2014a) Accounts, excuses, apologies: Image repair theory and research (2 nd ed) Albany: State University of New York Press
Apologies and Plea Bargaining
Accounts: Apologies, Excuses, and Intentionality of Harm, 134 J SOC PSYCHOL 5, 11 (1994); MARQUETTE LAW REVIEW wrongdoer apologizes for
his or her conduct, "the offense and the intention that produced it are less likely to be perceived as corresponding to some underlying trait …
From Apologia to Benoit: An Empirical Test of Image ...
From Apologia to Benoit: An Empirical Test of Image Restoration Strategies When a company needs to apologize for an action, what do they do? The
first place to start would be William Benoit’s book, Accounts, Excuses, and Apologies: A Theory of Image Restoration Strategies (1995), which
outlines several tactics public figures and businesses use
I'm Sorry I'm Scared of Litigation: Evaluating the ...
Nov 23, 2015 · I'm Sorry I'm Scared of Litigation: Evaluating the Effectiveness of Apology Laws Erika R Davis Erika R (2016) "I'm Sorry I'm Scared
of Litigation: Evaluating the Effectiveness of Apology Laws,"The Forum: A Tennessee Student that act to the offended individual16 Unlike accounts,
apologies create a state of vulnerability for the
An Investigation into the Role of Image Repair Theory in ...
defense: explanations, justifications, rationalizations, apologies, or excuses for behavior Generally image is defined as the perceptions of a
communicative entity1 shared by an audience (Benoit and Hanczor, 1994; Benoit, 1995; Brinson and Benoit, 1996, Moffitt, 1994)
'I'm, uhh, Sorry': The Influence of Fluency and ...
impel us to explain or justify our behavior, to offer excuses or apologies for those aspects of our behavior that offend and provoke reproach from
those around us – William L Benoit, from Accounts, Excuses, and Apologies, vii (1995) Apologies permeate daily life, and serve a variety of different
functions: they can provide
Book Reviews 3 Reviews: Social Processes and Negotiated …
counts" (eg, excuses, justifications, apologies), which is popular in the social sciences He provides an extensive overview of seven major frameworks
of accounts Schon-bach's model is the most extensive, containing over 100 dif-ferent types of accounts, categorized broadly as (1) conces-sions, (2)
excuses, (3) justifications, and (4) refusals
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Christian Bale’s Account of a Profane Tirade: Salvation or ...
Christian Bale’s Account of a Profane Tirade: Salvation or “Bale-out?” and describe image repair theory that Benoit details in Accounts, Excuses, and
Apologies14 Then I will apply the theory to Christian Bale’s account and analyze the Relevant Rhetoric Vol 2 2011 Christian Bale s Account of a
Profane Tirade 1 In the first
In the Wake of Violence - Project MUSE
33 Benoit, Accounts, Excuses, and Apologies, 74–82 34 Ashley Markovitch Swistak, “Image Restoration Process of Arab Americans: The Rhetorical
Response to Racial Proﬁling since Sep-tember 11, 2001,” unpublished manuscript CHAPTER ONE DIVIDED COUNCILS 1 James R Andrews, “The
Rhetoric of Coercion and Persuasion: The
To Our Readers - LPS
To Our Readers SECTION: Pg 11 LENGTH: 530 words Glass made up the article's accounts of drug use, drinking, and sexual harassment by young
conference attendees We offer no excuses for any of this Only our deepest apologies to all concerned
Love Means Never Having to Say You're Sorry, But What ...
effects accounts, specifically apologies, have on the transgressor and victim, as well as some variables which can affect the impact of accounts and
apologies Then I will explain away the undesirable event through excuses and justifications” In terms of accounts, Schönbach (1990, p 11-12)
suggests a four-phase interaction between an actor
Ingratiation and Self-Promotion in the Selection Interview ...
Ingratiation and Self-Promotion in the Selection Interview: image (eg, accounts, excuses, apologies) Tactical assertive behaviors, con-trary to
defensive behaviors, seem particularly salient for applicants to use in Both ingratiation and self-promotion tactics have been positively related to
interviewer evaluations (Ellis, West, Ryan
Easy as 1, 2, 3: Rick Perry and Self-Deprecation as Image ...
Easy as 1, 2, 3: Rick Perry and Self-Deprecation as Image Restoration David R Dewberry Rebekah Fox This paper argues that self-deprecation can be
a strategy of image restoration While image restoration is conceptualized as a goal-directed activity that seeks to maintain a favorable image, it …
AN EXAMINATION OF IMAGE REPAIR DISCOURSE IN COLLEGE ...
an examination of image repair discourse in college football controversies by michael t white a thesis submitted to the graduate faculty of wake forest
university graduate school of arts and sciences
Pay for Play: Analysis of the Image Restoration Strategies ...
cally to athletics One scholar writes, “Any threat to a sport entity’s image, reputation, and perception consti-tutes a crisis, because an entity’s
reputation is one of its major assets”11 Brazeal echoes a similar relation- ship, writing, “Ultimately, the ‘market value’ of an …
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